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Abstract
Patent summaries are machine-translated using bilingual term entries extracted from parallel texts for evaluation.  The result shows

that bilingual term entries extracted from 2,000 pairs of parallel texts which share a specific domain with the input texts introduce
more improvements than a technical term dictionary with 38,000 entries which covers a broader domain. The result also shows that
only 10 pairs of parallel texts found by similar document retrieval have comparable effects to the technical term dictionary, suggesting
that parallel texts to be used do not need to be classified into fields prior to term extraction.
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1. Introduction
Bilingual technical term lexicons are indispensable for

better translation of technical documents.  Since technical
term dictionaries developed for machine translation
systems generally cover broad domains such as "business"
and "medicine," they often fail to contain those terms used
only in some specific domains, and sometimes incorrectly
translate those words according to more specific domains.
However, technical term dictionaries for more specific
domains are difficult to build and maintain because there
exist so many technical domains and the number is
constantly increasing.

In recent years, various methods have been proposed to
build bilingual lexicons (semi-)automatically from parallel
texts (Kumano & Hirakawa 1992; Melamed 1996; Smaja
et al. 1996; Haruno et al. 1996; Kitamura & Matsumoto
1996). Many of these methods, however, require humans
with expertise in the domain to check the final output
entailing considerable cost on the part of humans. In this
paper, bilingual term entries automatically extracted from
parallel texts are directly used by a machine translation
system to reduce such cost dramatically.

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section,
the overview of our approach is presented. In Sections 3,
4 and 5, each component is described in detail. In Sections
6 and 7, evaluations of patent summaries and discussions
on the results are given. Section 8 concludes the paper
with final remarks.

2. Overview of our approach
Figure 1 shows the flow of Japanese-English translation

using bilingual term entries extracted from parallel texts.
When a Japanese text to be translated into English is

given to the system, the system retrieves parallel texts
similar to the input text from the parallel text database.
Then, it extracts bilingual term entries consulting the
Japanese-English bilingual dictionary and chooses those
entries that should be registered into the user dictionary
used for machine translation. The system then translates
the input text with the newly registered entries in the user
dictionary.  The resulting translation is compared with
manual translation for evaluation.

3. Similar document retrieval
Ideally, bilingual term entries should be extracted from

texts which belong to the same domain as the input text.
However, parallel texts classified into specific domains
are not always available to the user. To deal with this
problem, a similar document retrieval component is
supplied in our approach. With the component, parallel
texts similar to the input text can be found among the texts
across various different domains.

This retrieval component is based on the vector space
model (Salton et al. 1975) where each text is represented
by means of feature vector describing the text. Similarity

Figure 1 : Flow of machine translation using bilingual
entries extracted from parallel texts



scores between two texts are expressed by the cosine
value of two corresponding feature vectors which are
generated from source language (Japanese) texts. Each
dimension of a feature vector corresponds to a word
which appears in the text and its value is weighted with
TF-IDF scores. When a text is given to the component,
similarity scores to each text in the database are calculated
and a list of texts ranked by similarity scores is generated.

If texts in the database have been classified into specific
domains beforehand, similar document retrieval is not
necessarily needed. Consider the case of patent
specifications are classified according to the International
Patent Classification (IPC)1, a hierarchical classification
system comprising sections, classes, subclasses, and
groups. Its current (seventh) version consists of almost
69,000 groups.

4. Extracting bilingual term entries from parallel
texts

To extract bilingual term entries, we have adopted the
method proposed by Kumano & Hirakawa(1992)
characterized by the use of both statistical information and
linguistic information. Below are the steps of their method
illustrated in Figure 2:

(1) Both Japanese and English texts are split into
sentences.

(2) Each Japanese sentence is mapped into English
sentences using an MT bilingual dictionary.

(3) A selected group of terms (JW) are extracted from
Japanese sentences.

(4) Word n-grams are generated as translation candidates
(EWi) from English sentences corresponding to the
Japanese sentences which contain JW.

(5) Translation likelihood (TL) of each EWi is calculated.

In Step (3), single nouns, compound nouns and
unknown words are extracted as terms. Kumano &
Hirakawa extracted only the last two because these two
serve their purpose to build a technical term dictionary.
Here we have included single nouns for more precise
translation in light of the text domain. 

In Step (5), translation likelihood based on linguistic
information (TLL) and translation likelihood based on
statistical information (TLS) are calculated. TL is the
weighted average of TLL and TLS.

TLL of EWi is calculated based on the following two
hypotheses:

(Hypothesis 1) 
If the number of element words in EWi is close to the
number of element words in JW, EWi is likely to be the
translation of JW.

(Hypothesis 2) 
EWi with more element word translation
correspondences with JW is likely to the translation of
JW

   Element word correspondences in (Hypothesis 2) are
judged using an MT bilingual dictionary. When JW and
EWi contain k element words, l element words,

                                                     
1 http://www.wipo.int/classifications/en/index.html

respectively, and x words are lexically correspondent
between JW and EWi, TLL(JW, EWi) is given as below:

where P is the unit score, and α (>0) is a coefficient.
In the equation above, the first term of the numerator,

P×min(k,l), is EWi 's score based on (Hypothesis 1). The
second term, xP×α , is EWi 's score based on
(Hypothesis 2). The denominator is the score of a virtual
translation which best satisfies the conditions in both
(Hypothesis 1) and (Hypothesis 2).

When JW appears in m sentences, and EWi appears in n
corresponding sentences, TLS(JW, EWi) is given as
below:

5. Choosing bilingual term entries to be used in
machine translation

Bilingual entries extracted from parallel texts are
registered into the user dictionary of the machine
translation system and henceforth reflected in the
translation outputs.
   In the procedure described in Section 4, several
translation candidates (EWi) with TL values are obtained
for each Japanese term (JW). Out of these candidates only
one is chosen and registered into the user dictionary, or all
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Figure 2 : Flow of extraction of bilingual entries from
parallel texts
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candidates are discarded if the conditions are not met. The
simplest way is to choose the candidate with the largest
TL above a prespecified threshold. However, this may
allow inappropriate entries to be registered when the
difference between the largest TL and the second largest
TL is small.
   To deal with this problem, we register the candidate
with the largest TL which meets the following condition.

(Condition 1) :

(Condition 2-1) :

(TLL of the candidate with the largest TL) >
    (TLL of the candidate with the second largest TL)

(Condition 2-2) :

The value of β in (Condition 1) is determined as 0.5
from the results of preliminary experiments. 

Since TLL is more reliable than TLS,  the candidate
with larger TLL is chosen without taking into account the
difference in (Condition 2-1).

(Condition 2-2) is the criterion proposed by Dagan et
al. (1994). Let ip be the probability based on statistical
information that EWi is the translation of JW, and in
( ki ≤≤1 ) be the number of the sentences in which EWi
appears. The estimator ip  for ip  is

In the discussion below, in  is numbered in decreasing
order. EWi, ip  and ip  are numbered in correspondence
with in . To avoid choosing EW1 when the difference
between 1p  and 2p  is small, the odds ratio

)( 2121 nnpp =  must exceed a prespecified threshold.
Furthermore, the threshold should be large when the
counts ( 21 ,nn ) are small and decreases as the counts
increase. By use of confidence intervals and the log odds
ratio )ln( 21 pp , (Condition 2-2) is obtained, where

α−1Z is the size of the 100(1-α)% confidence interval of
standard normal distribution, and θ  is a constant to be
determined empirically. In this paper, α =0.1 (Z0.9=1.282)
and the value of θ  is determined as 0.2.

Two examples are presented in Figure 3, where the
choice depends on (Condition 2-2).

In the first example in Figure 3, the candidate "field
strength" does not meet (Condition 2-2) and nothing is
registered into the user dictionary.
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Figure 3 : Examples of bilingual term entries
extracted from parallel texts
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Figure 4 : Examples of improved translations of
baseNPs
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6. Evaluation
  To evaluate our proposed method, 20 patent summaries
in Japanese are translated into English by a Japanese-
English MT system, whose standard dictionary contains
about 250,000 entries. The parallel text database contains
2,000 pairs of bilingual patent summary texts. All texts in
both sets belong to the IPC main group H01L 21/00,
which is related to semiconductor devices.

We have limited the targets of evaluation to baseNPs
(Ramshaw & Marcus; 1995) in the translated texts. The
occurrences of baseNPs in the 20 texts totalling 666 are
judged either improved or degraded in light of manual
translation results. The baseline for evaluation is the
translation results without bilingual entries extraction.
Note that there may be cases where translations which are
different from manual ones but can be considered correct
are judged as degraded. 

Results of the evaluation are given in Table. 1. The
columns labelled  "Top 10 Texts" and "Top 100 Texts"
show the results where bilingual entries are extracted from
top 10 and top 100 pairs of parallel texts found by similar
document retrieval respectively. "All Texts" means that
bilingual entries are extracted from all the parallel texts
contained in the database without using similar document
retrieval. The column labelled "Tech Dic" gives the
results where a technical term dictionary is used instead of
bilingual entries extracted from parallel texts. The
technical term dictionary covers electronics and electric
engineering, and contains about 38,000 entries. The
column labelled "Tech Dic + All Texts" shows the results
where both the technical term dictionary and bilingual
entries extracted from all the parallel texts are used.

Examples of improved translations are shown in Figure
4.

7. Discussion
More bilingual term entries with higher utility and

reliability could be extracted from more pairs of parallel
texts which share the specific domain. "All Texts" case is
under ideal conditions from this point of view. Hence
discussions below will focus on this case.

First, comparison between "All Texts" and "Tech Dic"
demonstrates that bilingual term entries extracted from
parallel texts introduce more improvements than the
technical term dictionary. Although the number of
degraded translations is larger with the former, those
terms used only in some specific domains are extracted
from parallel texts. The last two examples of improved
translations in Figure 4 cannot be obtained by the
technical term dictionary. Additionally, those entries
whish lead to domain dependent translations are extracted
from parallel texts. For example, a Japanese word
“RYOUIKI” is translated into “domain” by the MT
system without extra information though it should be
translated into “region” in the domain of semiconductor
devices. Such information can be obtained from parallel
texts. Using both resources ( (a)+(b) ) introduces more
improvements.
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and improvement, the same set of 20 texts are
ated with bilingual term entries extracted from all
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hough the number of improvements increases very
ly in line with the increase of the database size
se of a few predominant words, it seems that a larger
f database leads to more improvements.
s important to examine the cases where translations
egraded with bilingual term entries extraction. We
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e different from the manual translations,
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First, some Japanese nouns with specific postpositions
are translated into attributive participles in English. From
such parallel texts, a participle can be chosen as a
translation of a Japanese noun. Such an error occurs
because word n-grams are used as translation candidates
and can be prevented by analyzing the morphological
structure of candidates.

Second, (Hypothesis 2) does not always hold true.
Especially when the correct English candidate contains
more element words than the Japanese term, not only
linguistic information but also statistical information
prefers candidates containing fewer element words. To
avoid such an error, (Condition 2-1) should be applied
more carefully considering candidates with the same
frequency containing more element words.

Third, current implementation filters out word n-grams
which begin with a preposition. For example, "OFF
current" is not generated as a translation candidate. A
minor modification of implementation can prevent this
error.

Fourth, word segmentation errors of Japanese terms
sometimes lead to extracting inappropriate entries.
Although a certain number of word segmentation errors
are inevitable, discarding candidates with low frequency
would prevent many of such inappropriate entries from
being extracted .

8. Conclusion
Patent summaries are machine-translated using

bilingual term entries extracted from parallel texts for
evaluation.  The result shows that bilingual term entries
extracted from 2,000 pairs of parallel texts which share a
specific domain with the input text introduce more
improvements than a technical term dictionary with 3,800
entries which covers a broader domain. The result also
shows that only 10 pairs of parallel texts found by similar
document retrieval have comparable effects to the

technical term dictionary, suggesting that parallel texts to
be used do not need to be classified into fields prior to
term extraction.

Further evaluations with more texts from various
domains are needed to examine possible causes of
degradations. At the same time, analysis to enhance
improvements is also needed.
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